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ABSTRACT 

This report summarizes the results of a two night field operation 

in the San Joaquin Valley of California. The purpose of this operation 

was to te$t the feasibility of using a corona discharge mechanism to 

dissipate warm fog. Heavy fog was enc01,lntered on two nights and durin~ 

both fogs we monitored visibility ancl droplets size distribution while 

injecting electrical charge into the atmosphere with a 90kVolt d~scharge. 

No effects which eQuId be attributed to modification of the fog by the 

corona discharge were detected. 
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l. INTRODUCTION 

On January 22nd and 23rd, 1975, the Naval Weapons Center (NWC) anjithe 

N~val PO$tgra.duate School (NPS) conducted a joint field operation in ~~e San 

Joa~in Valley of California at a weather observation station semi-pe~anently 

lQcated at the Visalia Airport by NWC. This location was chosen becau~e of ~he 

frequent occurrence of very heavy f09 which sometimes lasts for several days, 

disrupting traffic over a wide area. It is not an infrequent occurrence to 

have multi-car collisions occurring on route 99, whioh is immediately adjacent 

to the Visalia Airport. 

NWC has an qngoing program to attempt to dissipate warm fog by means of 

injection of electrical charge and the purpose of the instal~ation at the 

airport was to test various schemes for electrical dissipation. 

The p~rpose of NPS participation in this two day field operation was to 

test a corona discharge mechanism for the injeotion of electrical charge into 

the atmosphere. The desire to test this type of apParatus grew out of labqra~ 

tory e~perimentsl which had been performed at the Postgraduate School, which 

indicated that corona discharge could be a viable means for charge injection 

to cause fog dissipation. At the conolusion of the successful laboratory 

~xperiments it was,apparent that it was necessary to go into field to determine 

if the results obtained could be scaled to real atmospheric conditions. 

The resul~~ being repqrted here consist of two parts; (1) micrOPhysics pf 

the fogs which occurred on the nights of January 22nd and January 23rd and, 

(~) the results of the attempts at electrical dissipation during theSe two 

fogs. 
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II. EXPERIMENTALEQUIPMENT 

NWe Installation: The weapons center j.nstall-ation consist-eo. :ofa'w.ide 

v~riety of experimental equipment, however, only those portions of the e~t 

whieh are pertinent to this report will be indicated in what follows. .~.r ,:a, 

.. cQmpletedescription of the installation and. for descriptions of the 'variou-s' 

pieces of ,appa,ratus refer to the internal report of the NWC'DepartmentQ~,E:art.h 

d 1 
. 2 an P'aneta;ry SC1ences • The pertinent measurelllents were asfoll.ows: 

. air temperature at two heights, 

horizontal wind speed and direction at two heights, 

atmospheric aerosol particle size distribution, 

horizontal visibility, 

atmospheric electric field. 

All of these measurements were made at approximately the same location at the 

fie.ld te$tsite (refer to Fig. 1 showing an approximately to scale ~pof,:t" 

elg)erimentallayout at the Visalia Airport). 

NPS Equipment: The power supply for the corona discharge was a hipotronix 

model,. 8GP-160, 150 l(V, 6ma power supply. In order to perform the fog dissipation 

experiments it was necessary to have a corona discharge electrode which could 

be elevated some distance above the ground and would also be PQrtable. For this 

purpose a forty foot extendable tower made from PVC pipe was construct~ and 

mounted on a trailer. A portable discharge mechanism is needed since it is 

necessary 'f:.o locate th,ecorona discharge directly upwind from the experimental 

test area. Since injected charge attaches to atmospheric aerosols, which drift 

with the prevailing wind, we expect no charge in the test area unless wel\ave 

correct "targeting" 1,1sing the prevail.incp wind. 

The design criteria which dictated the configuration of the4n foot. towel;' 
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FIGURE 1 

Visali'a Test :5ite 
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a. two story airport building 

b. paved roads 

c. canal 

d. dirt acces~ road 

f. particl~ counters and visiometers 

g. la~€'r v;siometer reflector 

h. electrometers 

Numbers are positions for ion generation tests 
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~nd $~sociat~d qischarge equipment were as follOWS: It w~s necessary to use a 

non"'conQuct;ing tower beoause of the probl~s a~soo:i.ateq with conducting th~ 

cQJ;ona c;1isc,ha:l;'CIedirectly to ground rather than through the'atmosphera 

A coaxial oable iSllSeQ for the high voltage output of the power sUP,J;'l,y, hO'fevftr 

the ground of the coax was cut near the base of the tower so that .no grounqs 

WQuld be near the corona discharge point. Electric field lines from the cQronitt 

electrod~ to a nearby ground would conduct electrical ohaJ:ge direc1;:lyto the 

adjacent ground and reduce the amount of charge gQing into the atmoSPhere. 

Ha.ving~n unahielded 11.igh voltage lead running the full length of the tower 

has '\:he addit1o~al advantC!.ge that the tower is at the high potelltial Qf the 

corona discharge. The resultant field lines repellthe emitted ch~ge trQlltlle 

vicinity of the tower, a~ding in dispersing the charge. It was also necessary 

that the high voltage lead have an insulation with a very high electric strength 

1"10 that electrica.l breakdown between the atmosphere and high voltage leaQ. pl;'e;" 

viousto the corona discharge pa;"nt would not occur. Forthis:j;'e&son, the lea~ 

from the power supply to the corona discharge point was cable number R~-l7A/V 

which has a breakdown strength in excess of the 100 KV being used. 

Of course, one problem which cannot be avoided is the increase in conduc~iv~ty 

of the tower when it becomes coated with a film of water due ~o the fog. This 

if1.crease in conduct'ivity results in charge b~ing conducted down the tower to 

ground, decreasing the amount of charge which is injected into the atmoaph~re. 

With the experimenta;J. confi9U:r:ationemployed here it was impossib;J.e to ctete~ne 

what fraction of the current s\lppliedby the power supply was aptuallybein9 

injected ~ntothe atmosphere, and what fraction was being conducted down the 

surface of the tower. As we shall see in what; follows, there are inctications 

that the inoreasing conductivity of the tower during tl1.eperiods of fOg occur

rence maY have }:;)een a problem during this experiment. 
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Th~ 'discharge'electrode was a piece of copPer screen 12 inches lQng by 

linch wide. 'Thus, relative to the sbe' <;>f the experimental .;trea, the dif:1J-

charge is from a point source. 

I;r~. :eXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE' 
.'0",' 

Wind, temperature, and visibility were monitored continuously and recorded 

on 'strip chart recorders during the full two day'"peripd of the tests. The 

aerosol 'droplet spectra were recorded only as needed and records are available 

only fot those periods during which fog oocurred. The two Keithley ele<l:t;romet;er~ 

wlfidhwere used to measure the earth's electric f'ie'ld were in operation contip

uously,i:heir output being presented on strip chart.recorder~.· During a POrtion 

of the experiments, one of the eleotromete:t;"s was wired to measure current; this 

will be described below., 

The purpose of the corona discharge equipment was to attempt to observe mod.,. 

ificat'lon of' tne tOg b¥ means of injection of electrical charge.' If sufficient 

Clearing of the fog were accomplished' one 'WOuld be able" to see' a cnange in vis! ... 

bilityas monitored by the laser visiometer. If the modification of the fog werE) 

too' slight to be observed on the visiometer one would hope that it would be pos-

sible to detect a'change in the fog droplet size spectrum. That is , if the elec-

triea1 charge is becoming attached to fog droplets this shouUi cause an increased 

colli~ion colessenc~3,4,S, resulti~g in a shift towards larger sizes. 

One problem with the experimental setup used in these te~ts is that when 

using a single corona discharge electrode extreme care must be eXercised in order 

to ensure 'that tne charge being injected into the atmosphere arrives at the 

region of the experimental test area. We know that injected elec;:trical, chargE) 

attaches' to atmospheric aerosol particlesl ,6 which drift with the existing 
,:; 

winds. Therefore i1:: was necessary to attempt to always have the discharge 
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~pa:r:atui ~iately\J;pwi;nd of the ~e:r:~mel\tal area. AnottleJ;'probl,. ~s 

. t;hehe,i,gbt·of the atmQ$pneri;c;eharqe above tibe grouncl.. 'l'hevisi~tera,nd 

Roycq counter were located at .fleiqbt Of approximately8ft above .the~nd. 

If the exil!!t;i.ng "indcard,estbe electrical cha:r:ge and the supposedlyaff.,.ctAril 

f()g c;l~plet~over tbe test al;'ea at too great .. height no effect WQ\lld:beob ... 

served.Sineethe coronadilJoharge elec::trodeisat the top of the 40 ft tQWe~ 

this coulc;loccur uplessthe c!ischarge mechani$Jl\ is a fairly q:r:eat dist~c;:eaw"y 

fl;'Qm the eXl'er4-mental area. On the othe:r:hand if the electric field linesfl'OIft 

tne top .of 'the tower totbe ground result;!. in electrical charge being traJlSPQJted 

£~irlY diX'ectly 'to ground from the top of the tower one would not have ch~ge 

transported to tbe e~~ll::i~ental area .unlessthe tower were close to the ~rea, 

The experiments perfo~d atNPS1a,nc;l other tests3 have sho~ tbat electrio~ 

.chuge can be 'transported large distance$ away from a corona oischarge electr~e •. 

. However , those experintents we~e ~rfo~d ill clear air with a fairly ll1Qderat.e. 

'breezoe and not in the fog. .Tberefore I we are not certain as to now the chaX'ge . 

will betransporteo away from the corona discharge electrooe for the conditions 

whic::h prevailed at the Visalia Airport and there is a fair amount of uncertainty 

when a test is being performed as to whether or not the injected electrical 

charge is arriving at the expe:r:imental area. This necess,i,tated a great deal of 

~vinq ~out of tne cQronac;lischa:r;ge equipment wJ1en the experJi.ment.s were be.irnq 

performed. 

'XV.. ~ PERFO~D 

Table 1 s1;lciwsdetails of the c::learing tests peJ::'fonted on the nicft1ts Qf 

January 22nd and 23rd. In the tabl~ we show the wi~d dj,rection ~n~ sRee4. 

,~aqe 'v:f,sibil,ity ,lpcation Qf the cOJ:'ona discharge mechanism, c,Uetance f~ 

the cl!schaige to the ~Yc()co~nte~, and duration t:;>f each te$t. The locatiOJ'l' of 

the vari.ous Positions where discharge .was performed are shown in Fig. 1, 00 rI/' 



Table 1. Details of Corona Discharge Tests 

site site Wind Wind Average T~st 

Time site Distance . Direction . Direction . ·s2eed ·Vis;i.b;i.li~~ DUration 
(ft) (knt,s) (ft) (WOn) 

2353 1 250 310 315 4 300 a 

0038 1 250 310 350 3 250 4 

0050 1 250 310 15 1-2 225 12 

2 400 0 350 

0218 4 120 300 345 1 300 16 

0257 4 120 300 1-2 250 12 

0327 4 120 300 300 2-3 270 3Q 

0445 4 120 300 295 4 310 35 

5 80 240 250 0 

0539 5 120 240 325 2 300 23 

6 220 ],.40 345 3 

0632 7 80 325 40 2 270 5 

2309 13 220 140 110 3 2000 35 

8 100 50 200 

9 120 45 80 1700 

0129 10 130- 120 80 2 270 19 

0200 11 30 115 70-110 2 190 10 

0242 12 50 60 90-140 3 190 1], 
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FIGURE 2 

POSITIONS FOR ELECTROMETER TESTS 

(j) 

®<DJg. N 
E"'tr ... t.,.~ 

ROAD 

Po Ii tion DiIt_! (f'l 
I 13 
2 13 
3 102 
4 " 5 10 

• 150 
7 33 
8 66 
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Was used for all of the tests. ~he duration of the tests ranged 1;rom 4 ll\~p.. 

to as long as ;!Q min. Tw~nty different tests were per,ol:'medat th.evarious 

locations over the two night period, and 1Jl all caselS we attempt~Cl to qave 1;.Pe 

~ischarge electXiodeimmedia"tely upwind o~ or immediately adjacent ~o the ex-
perimental area. ';t'his was sOJllewha,t difficult since the winds Were ratheJ:' va:d~le 

in direction, causing a great deal of moving about the test site, however, a 

number of tests were performed where good targeting was accomplished. 

In addition to the discharge tests which were perfQrt;ned in order to aCC;:01l\~l,ish 

fog modification, a number of tests were performed to see the effect of t~~ dis~ 

charge on th~ atmospheric electric field. These tests were perfo~ed on tte 

first night of operation and the afternoon of the second day. The tests durtng 

the first night were pe;formed in the fog while those on. the second afternoon 

were perfo~ed in clear air conditions. A map of that portion of the ~est site 

adjacent to the electrometer, showing the positions where the atmosphe~i¢ electric 

field tests were performed, ,is shown in Fig. 2. The distances from the dis~har9~ 

electrode to the electrometer site are also shown on this figq.re. 

V. FOG CHARACTERISTICS 

On both of the evenings during which tests were performed the fog begpn 

forming about 11 l?M an.d persisted until 10 or 11 the nellCt morning, The first 

evening waS a classic example of fog formation d~e to radiative coo+ing Qf t~e 

ground. The temperature during the day had been fairly warm, after Su~$et tqe 

temperature Of the air near the ground dropped to near freezing and fog fO~ed 

first at ground level and then deepened in the upward di~ection. The fO~ formeq 

quite rapicUy, the time lapse from the first observation of f09 f<1>rmingat ground 

level to a decrease of the visibilit~ to 200 ft was only a,bout20 min. oqr~ng 

~st of the night this fog never deepened to more than one·or two hUJldred feet. 
,,' 1 

and for parts of the evening was as shallow as perhaps 20 to 30 feet. The ~ecQnd 
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nights fog form~d first in the upwind direction, then in the test ar~a, 

~iving the impression that the fog was "blowing in". This second fog was 

much deepe~ than the first, persisted longer on the next day and had. somewhat 

lower visibility through most of the night. 

Figures 3 through 8 show droplet size spectra obtained during the two 

night tests. The Royco instrument which was used for these measurements ope~~tes 

as follows: There are a total of 15 size ranges: 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, ~.O, 

1.2, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 8.0, and 10.0)..1. The instrument couQ.ts in 

each·range stepping from range to range sequentially, a complete counting cycle 

takin<;J approximately 5 min. In each size range all particles are counted that 

have a minimum size specified by the size for that range and a maximum size 

speoified by the next size ;range, e.g. for the 0.8)..1 range particles from 0.8 

to I.0J.! are counted. The last range counts all particles of size gr~ater t,~an 

Figures 3 through 6 show the number of particles in each sbe range as a 

function of time for the first nights fog. The dark bars at the bottom of the 

graphs show the times during which corona discharge tests were performed. In 

figures 9 and 10 we show histograms of the fraction of the total ;number Qf drQP'" 

lets which occur in a particular size range, plotted on a log scale, vs. the 

size range. 

,"s can pe seen from Figures 3 through 8 the numbers of particles c;:>bserved in 

the various size ranges vary greatly as a function of time·. Also, there is an 
4 .. ••• • 

indication that an increase in the number of large droplets is aycompanied py a 

deere~se iQ. the n~er of small droplets, and vice-versa. This coulq be acc0unteq 

for by eva;poration, condensation and coalescence processes. That is, vapo;r c-;m ... 

densation would lead to growth of droplets to larger sizes and an increase in the 

10 
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number of small droplets and a decrease in the total number of droplets, 

coalesence wou~d lead to an increase in the number oflarg~ droplets with 

the liquid water content remaining constant. 

We have calculated the liquid water content and using this and the total 
'/' 

number of droplets observed have attempted to determine which of the proc~sses 
,. 

listed above were,· occurring . Both of these parameters, and also the visibility, 

fluctuate with time over a wide range and there are no correlations among the 

parameters that allows one to identify a particular prpcess as being op'erative 

ata,,giveri time. Rather, our results are ,apparently due to spati~l inhomog-

eneities in the:, fog, so that volumes of air with differing properties flow 

past the sensors, causing the observed fluctuations. This was particularly 

true in the shallow fO'g that occurred during the first night. 

The situation was somewhat different on the secol1dniSJht. Again, the ex-

perimental variables which are being observed fluctuated over a fairly wide 

range, however, there were two periods of definite growth of the droplet spectrum 

from small to large droplets. These results are shown in Figures 7 and 8 

which shows the fraction of the total number of droplets occurring in a parti-

cUlar size range, plotted on a log scale, vs. the size range. In both Figures 

we show four droplet spectra with each succeeding spectrum ~eingat a later time, 

"'SO th;at' we are able to see the change of the full droplet spectrum with time. 

In both cases we see that at the beginning of the time period there is a very 

la~ge fraction bf droplets in the small size ranges and,a much smaller fraction 

in the larger size ranges. As time changes the spectrum shifts quite markedly, 

resulting in the highest percentage of droplets in the intermediate size ranges. 

Therefore there is definitely a growth process occurring taking particles from 

the smaller to larger sizes. 
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ijistog'rall\~ simila:f to Fi9Ur~s 7 and B for the first n;C1hts tog show tllat: ; 

for all time p.ericxls the predominant fraction ofdro~lets was in the $lllAll .. 

si~e ranges~. 

The full hietoli' of t:hefi;ret nighte fOg waeOne ,in wh,icp IrIOstof 1;h~ 

drQplets were of quit~ small ei~e, less than o. 5JJ. DUl:'ing the seoopd nighte· . 

foC] the converse wae true; the larqe$t numbers of droplets were obse~ved in t;he 

.int;e:r;1llediate size ranges, 1. 0 - 2. OJJ, except for the two time pe~iods whiph ar. 

indicatEild in Figilres·' and 8. The time periods i~diat;~ly Pl;'ec~inq the ~(:I~~'" 

r~mCe of relatively large n.urnbers of Sl\\&ll droplets on the sec~:md night wer. 

periods of increased vieil)ility. Thus, it appears that the odc"rrence ofa 

large nQmber of small dro~lets was associated with the fo~tive stage of a~oq 

wh~reae, as the f09 ages· and l)ecomes dElnser, the droplets grow to l~C!!er eizes. 

'l'hish c~msistEmt witj.h what one wou,l,d e~ect. Note also that the first~v~n" 

ings fog never was ~s well developed as the second since the f09 l;'emainedq,u~t; .. 

lQw in depth and the visibility never decreased as ~<;:h as it did c:m the ~econd 

eveninC]. 9ne would expect therefore that the first eveninge fQ'1 \\1Ould·sl)ow a 

droplet sPeOtrum much more closely associated with the formative stage of a fO? 

than that on the second evening. 

Plots of visibility as a function of time for the two nights are shown. in 

Figures 9 and 10. Figure 11 ehows the visibility for the first night and foX' a 

short period on the second night when the fog was quite dense.· The data is pre.". 

sented in this maAner in or~er to be able to directly compare the average v;i.si

l);i.lity J,evel in the fog of tbe first night with that of the second night. F~9'1~e 

12 . shows the vis.i,.bilityover the full time period on the second ni90t for which 

measuremente were made. As can be seen the early time perioQ of the second n,ic:Jllt 

slloWS large fluctuations in visibility. Large fiuctl,lations of this type we;r:e 

not; observ~Q on the first evening due to the fact that the fog fonned intbe 
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immedi~te neighborhood of the experimental area as has been previously described. 

It is interesting to compare these data for a valley fog with similar data 
. 7 

taken in the Chemung River Valley near Elmira, New York. Data were taken for 

eleven fogs which occurred near sunrise. At that location the vis.ibility would 

drop to a minimum of 600 ft., a minimum of visibility being accompanied by a 

droplet distribution with a peak near 8].1. They measured droplet distributions 

by impacting the droplets on gelatin slides, so that droplets of diameters less 

than 2].1 were not detected. Even though their technique does not detect droplets 

in the range where we measure a spectral peak the results show the occurrence 

of the largest number of droplets in the 4-10].1 range. The Elmira results demon-

strate a real difference in the fog characteristics for the two areas.· No such 

peak occurs for the San Joaquin Valley fogs, they are characterized by a large 

number (ru200/cc) of very small droplets. This fact is important when one con-

siders attempts at electrical dissipation. 

VI. RESULTS OF CORONA DISCHARGE TESTS 

A. Electrometer Tests: As was discussed above, electrometer measurements 

of the earth's electric field were performed during the fog of the first night 

and during the afternoon before the second nights fog. On the first night, the 

first electrometer test was made with the corona discharge equipment at position 

one, shown in Figure 1. This location is approximately 250 it from the electro-

meters. After the corona discharge was turned on the measured electric field 

slowly varied reaching an equilibrium value after about 3 min. After the voltage 

was turned off the earth's electric field recovered to the original value in 

approximately the same time period. The corona discharge mechanism was then 

moved to position four on Figure 1 which is approximately 125 ft from the electro-

meters. When the high voltage was turned on there was no response on the electro-
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m~t~r~ .j.nitially, at wJlj,ch time ~ noted that the wind WaS not from a favo~~ 

jl})le direct:i.c;mbut in a direotion such that the charge would be c;:arr.j.ed some.,. 

what to the West of the electrometer area. After about 3 min. ef o.p~r~ticm ~h., 

winq shift$(! to a mqrefavorable cU~ection, at which tillle theelQctrol\\eter becjan . 

tQ indicate a c;:hangein the earth's electric field. ~hema~itude of the chan.e 

of the. field was the same as when thec;:orona discharge mechanism was at Position 

one. Thus, decreasing the distance from the co;,ona discharge to the elec;:trometeJrs 

.~y a factor of 2 had no obQervable effect on the magn:i.tude of the Ci=han'l7e inttie· 

earth's electric;: field. It was read:i,ly apparent from these ~sults tJlatthe 

chal;'ge injected into the atmosphere by the corona discharge head was being p:f,ck ... 

ed up by wind born particl,es anq carried a considerable dist;.arice downwind f;l:'Qm 

the discllarge·apparatus'withlittle deoay in the magq.ituqe ot the oharge. 

~or all subsequent elec;:trometer tests perfo~ed during the fog ofth~ ~ir$t 

night the c;:orona had no observabl~ effect on the earth's e.lectric field,· This 

OQu14 be· inten>reted as· poor targeting, however,· in ·many instances it .wa~· fel~ .. 

that the eleotrometer test station was tmroediately downw.j.nd o~ th~ corona dis· , . 

charge. A second possibility for the lack of an effect is that the ab~lity of 

the discharge apparatus to inject charge into the atmosphere was ~pail;'ed by 

the fog. Operation in the fog can result in·an large increase in the ccpnduc1:-tv.f.ty 

of the corona discharge tower due to collection of impure fog water. Ifth:i.s 

were the case it would mean that very little charge was being injected into the 

atmosphere by 1:-he c;:orona discharge mechanism, mOst Of the charge f;Lowing doW!\ 

the tower. (The first two tests Were performed very early· in· the occ:nUZ'renceQf 

the first evenings fog and the tower was fairly dry.) 

The next afte:,moon's electrometer tests, which were performed in the aQElenQe 

of fog, showed favorable results. Fig •. 4 shows the locations at which corona· 
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discharge tests were performed in the neighborhood of the electr~c f~eld test, 

area. At each location we observed a change in the electric field, the change 

being approximately the same as observed on the fj,rst two tests of the previq~s 

evening. That is, the observed field change was independent of ,the location 

of the discharge apparatus. This is difficult to explain since, during these, , 

tests, there was a moderate wind (approximately 5 knots) so that not all test" 

locations should have had good targeting of emitted charge over the electro~et7r 

area. Based on the previous evenings results one expects a wide variation in 

,the change of the field as a function of corona discharge location. Apossible 

explanation is that the measured field change was due to the field created py 

the discharge head and not due to injected charge in the measurement area. It, 

appears that the amount of charge we were injecting into the atmospheric is much 

less than we expected, which would be due to the injected charge remaining in the 

region of the discharge electrode and hindering further discharge by the, resultant 

screening field. 

One further experiment was performed which tends to corroborate that little 

charge was actually being injected into the atmospheric during the daytime test. 

One of the two electrometers used in the field measurements was also used to 

measure atmospheri~ current. For this purpose we used a large collector electrode 

that was approximately 3 ft square to pick up any current which would be t:r:aveling 

from the discharge head to the ground in the area of the electrometers., No 

current was observed for the corona discharge apparatus at any of the locations 

shown in Fig. 2. When similar tests were performed by NPS on Del Monte Beach 

near the Postgraduate School, current was easily detected a considerable distance 
., "" , 

from the discharge head. The main difference in these two experiments was that, 

the one performed at Del Monte Beach was near the ocean, during conditions where 
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·~he~e wa$ a fai~ly st~ong on$ho~e breeze, which would b~ expected tocar;ry l~r~, 

numbe~ of sea salt spra.y particles past the corona discharge head.' 2vid$ntly 

the st~onqs~ab~eeze ~nd the large numbers of sea salt particles which were' 

present to carry charge aWaY from the discharge head ~esulted in enllanced CUi'~ent 

bein~ emitted into the atmosphere. This was not the ,case at the Visa.lia ~i~~ 

where the wind speeds were quite lowa.nd perhaps the aerosol particle Coullt wa~ 

much stnaller, reSUlting in much less favorable conditions for emission of charge. 

B. Chronology of Clearing Tests: 

In table 1 we shoW the times, locations, and other specific information aboq~ . 

the corona discharge clearing tests. This brief chropology includes more gelle~al 

illfQrmation, mainly the purpose for opet'ating at the var;i;ou$times and loqatio~uil. 

This gives pet'spective to the sequence of events ill the operationa,ndwillhave 

some bearing opthe final conclusions. 

The tests began shortly before midnight of January 22. At about 2;330 fog' 

pe<,ian to fom :i.n t:Qe immediate' area of the test site and We began the first clear .. 

ing test at 2353. The corona discharge voltage was 90kV, which WaS also used fp~ 

all subsequent tests. During thi$ fi~st test, which lasted for approximately 8 

min., the visibility decreased from 1800 ft to 300 ft, and remained ~t abouttqat 

va~ue un1:;il the tests were concluded on the following mornin~. 

The first test was conducted at approximately 250 ft from the visiomete~ 

and Royco counter, and the wind was initially from a favorable direction. The 

wind began to shift and it was apparent that we would have to move the dbcharqe 

,'to obtain favorable targeting. At 0050 on the 23rd we moved along the roa4 next 

to the irr:i.gation ditch but felt that we were too far from the experimental ~ea 

when favorable targeting was achieved. We moved to the other side of the ditch, 

much closer to the experimental area, even though there is no good driving sur

face in that area. At 021~, 0257, 0327, and 0445 we perfomed discharge tests 
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approximately 125 ft from the counter and visiometer, with favorable wind target-

ing. 

From approximately 0500 to 0630 we moved the discharge to the vicinity of 

,,, 
"\,,-.;. 

the electrometers to attempt to see the effect of the discharge on the earths 

~, electric field. Several tests were made in that area with no attempt at good 

targeting. 

The clearing tests performed on the second night were made much closer to 

the visiometer and particle counter than on the previous night. This was due to 

preliminary evaluation of the first nights results indicating no clearing was 

accomplished. Fog began to move into our area about 2300, the visibility lower-

ing to 200 ft in 20 min. 

The tests were begun at 2309 on the 23rd. The first test was in the vicinity 

of the electrometers and at 2318 we moved the discharge to a position near the 

NWCinstrument vans. This was done to attempt to see clearing by eye in a large 

light placed on top of one of the vans. Since we were unable to observe clearing 

by eye or instruments we felt that the injected charge might be passing too high 

over the area, and lowered the discharge electrode to a height of 20 ft. 

At 2330 the fog cleared for a short period of time due to natural causes 

and the visibility fluctuated widely until about 0130 on the 24th. At 0129 the 

corona discharge was turned on for 19 min (the tower still at the reduced heigpt). 

During this and the subsequent two tests the corona discharge apparatus was 

moved about in the immediate area of the instruments, and at one time was placed 

iInmediately adjacent to the laser visiometer beam to check the possibility that 

the injected charge was being transported very quickly to ground by the electric 

field between the discharge electrode and ground. 

All tests were concluded at about 0300 on the 24th. 
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c. Visibility and Droplet Spectra Results: The figures which show the vis-

ibility and droplet spectra as functions of time also show the times for which 

corona discharge tests were made. The corona diScharge apparat~s was tqrned on 

during the time indicated by the black barS at the bottom of the graphs. In 

Table 1 we show the wind direction and the direction from the discharge electro4e 

to the visibility and droplet spectrum test area. When the wind direction and 

the direction of the location of the discharge apparatus correspond one has a 

favorable targeting situation. From the table we see that approximately ~O, q' 
the discharge situations resulted in favorable targeting. 

As can be seen from the figures, there is no observable correlation b~twe,n 

the times during which the discharge mechanism was activated and the change~ !p 

the droplet spectrum or visibility. Thus, it was not possible fqr this ex,peri~n' 

to demonstrate modification of in-situ fog by ,means Of corona discharge. Thie i. 

not necesearily a negative result but the lack of positive results merit SO~ 

concern since it does indicate that it may not be feasible to clear warm fog by 

means of corona discharge injection of electrical charge. 

Possible reasons for the lack of positive results are as follows: 

(1) lnsufficient charge injected into the atmosphere, 

(2) Improper targeting, 

(3) Natural fluctuations of the parameters observed prevented observatio~ 

of a small amount of clearing accomplished with a single electrode. 

(4) There is no effect to be observed. 

There are indications that the current being injected into the atmosphere 

is quite low during fog situations. One indication was discussed above where 

the observed change in the earth's electric field with corona discharge diea'Peared 

after the fog had been present for approximately one hour. ,Also, the measure(i 

high voltage supply current wben corona discharge was being used during the f09 
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was approximately 300 microamps while the discharge curre.nt was about a fq.~.1=:pr 

of 10 lower during the clear air electrometer tests. The large current during 

the fog indicates that a large amount of charge flows down the wet tower with, 

perhaps, little ~urrent actually being injected into the atmosphere. 

Poor targeting would certainly cause a lack of observable effects, however, 

as indicated above it was felt that the targeting was quite. good for a number 
t . . ," , " . 

of the experi~ental situations. In these E;!xperiments good targetingmere:J.y 

refers to the fact that the wind direction is from an appropriate direct~~nso 

that the test area is immediately downwind from the. corona discharge. We do 

not know that the electric charge being injected into the atmosphere is pas~ing 

through the experimental area, it could be passing too high, or flowing to ground 

before reaching the area. In order to improve the targeting we made several 

cor.ona discharge tests in locations immediately adjacent to the lCiSe~visiometer 

and the Royco particle counter. One of these tests was eVen made. with the dis-

charge tower parked immediately adjacent to the visiometer, again with a lack of 

positive results. 

As can be seen from the figures, the fluctuations in the para~eters that we 

are measuring are quite large. It may well be that the electrical effects we 

are trying to measure are too small to be seen in the presence of the large natural 

atmospheric fluctuations. There is nothing that can be done to control this prob-

lem when measurements are being made in the field, except to attempt to produce 

larger effects. 

There is the possibility that injection of electrical charge into the atmo-

sphere by a corona discharge apparatus will have no effect. This is unlikely in 

view of laboratory experiments which have been made at NPS. These experiments 

showed that corona discharge could be used to dissipate warm fog in both a small 

laboratory fog chamber and in a room sized environmental chamber which was used 
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to simulate field conditions. Unfortunately, these experiments Were not of 

tbe type to allow us to dete~ine how to scale the apparatus used tn the s~l~ 

experiments to the apparatus needed to effect ~issipation in the open atmosPhe~e~ 

VJ:I. ~COMMENDATIONS 

At this point in the series of experiments we have undertaken it is meaning

ful to ask whether or not continuing the investi~ations of dissipation of warm 

fog by means of electrical charge injection by corona discharge is worthwhile. 

:1;# one accepts the fact that warm fog can be dissipated by attaching an electr,ical 

charge to the f09 droplets, then, corona discharge offers some very attract!ve 

possibilities. The most obvious is that, when using cOrona discharge, it is not 

necessary to inject any other material into the atmosphere other than the eleq

tricalcharge. This offers a great saving in the material and/or equipment 

that must pe used to accomplish this type of clearing. However, the results of 

. the experimeJlts. bein9 reported here indicate that there b a 9reat deal of fair-

;Ly basic research that needs to be done before discharge can be a viable m!!Chan~8m. 

Extensions of the current research must be planned in order to answer two 

qUestions. The first is whether it is possible at all to use corona discharge 

to dissipate warm fog in the atmosphere (not only in the laboratory). The second 

question is whether, if fog can be dissipated by this means, is it financially 

feasible to do so on a large scale? The anSWers to both of thesequest.ions de

pend on some rather basic parameters describing the behavior of electrical charge 

in the fog. These parameters are the life time of the electrical charge in the 

atmosphere, the area over which injected electrical Charge spreads, the !ncreas~ 

coalescense probability of fOg droplets which are electrically charged, and the 

probability that injected charge will attach itself to water droplets rather 

than some other atmospheric particle. 
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In order to obtain this type of data it will not be possible to perform 

discharge experiments in a small laooratory fog chamber. This is due to the 

fact that many of the effects which one wishes to measure probably occur over 

a reasonably long period of time whereas the life time of fog is a small chamber·· 

is fairly short. Also, when an electric discharge is present in a small fog 

chamber droplets which have attached charge are rapidly blown away from the 

corona discharge electrode by the created electric field. These droplets 

stream, to the walls of the chamber and are lost very quickly. Therefore, if 

labqratory experiments to gather the needed data are to be performed, a very 

large fog chamber will be necessary. We feel that carefully controlled ex

periments in a fog chamber at least 20 ft on a side would be necessary to gather 

the data. The experiment~ must be fairly carefully designed so as to separate 

the various effects that one is attempting to observe. It would certainly be 

nece~sary at a minimum to gather data on the droplet size spectrum in the chamber, 

the electric currents at various positions in the chamber, the lifetime of the 

injected charge, and visibility at various distance away from the discharge 

electrode. 

Of course, it would be possible to perform another set of field experiments. 

If one were to do so we believe a rather elaborate array of discharge electrodes 

would be necessary in order to obtain any meaningful data. That is, one must 

have a large enough array of discharge electrodes so that targeting can be elim

inated as a problem. The use of point discharge electrodes would probably be 

ill advised, rather one should attempt to use long wires located parallel to the 

ground. One must also be prepared to make measurements at fairly large distances 

from the discharge array, especially if the effects to be measured take fairly 

long periods of time to develop. An installation of this type would be quite 

costly and also quite expensive to operate. It would be necessary to make 
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meaS~ell\ent$ over a fairly long pe~iod of t,j,me in view of the large natural 

fluctui;ltions of the atmospheric parameters. That is, enough dat;.a must be 

gathered in order to statisticallY ens~e that any observablecp$nge in the 

measured parameters is due to the ~lectrical discharge rather than at~sphe,ric 

fluctuations. 

O\1r recommendation is that the laboratory experiments is a room. si~e 

chamber be undertaken before any further corona discharge tests in the fiel~ 

a,re made. It may well be that data of the type that 'WOuld be obtained intr.h~ 

l~ratory experiment would be useful not only in predicting the perto~ce of 

a Qoro~a disoharge meohan:i,sm but also in predioting the performanoe of other 

sohemes whiCh utilize electrical oharge to dissipate warm fog. 
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